25. The VOICE - Refugee Forum Anniversary and Celebration on 6/7 December 2019 in Jena
YOU ARE PART OF THIS HISTORY - A QUARTER OF A CENTURY SINCE THE BREAK-UP OF ISOLATION

Silver Jubilee Anniversary of The VOICE - Refugee Forum on 6/7 of December 2019 in Jena

Founded in Mühlhausen 1994 and established in Jena, The VOICE Refugee Forum is a pioneering self-organized refugee group in Germany. The fight against deportation and isolation has always been in the center of The VOICE’s political activism. Fighting deportation means fighting against nationalism, white supremacy, and colonial racist injustice! Support us to power on for the next 25 years. Join us to celebrate 25 years of self-organized autonomous refugee struggle!

Thursday, 5 December: Arrival
Friday, 6 December at 10 am: Video installation „RefugeeBlackBox” at „Holzmarkt” | Symposium on refugee grassroots community „assembly” in Germany | FightBack! Disrupt, disobey and organise against Dublin deportations of refugees from Germany
Saturday, 7 December: Presentation | Demo: RefugeeBlackBox Parade - Break Deportation Culture, 4 pm | Music | Gyration and Performance

Donate: Förderverein The VOICE e.V. | Keyword: 25yrs
IBAN: DE97 2605 0001 0000 1278 29, BIC: NOLADE21GOE
Thevoiceforum.org | Email: Thevoicerefugeeforum@outlook.com | Tel.: 0176 24568988 | facebook.com/RefugeeBlackBox/ | Tel. Solibus Berlin: 0171 8489176